Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of constructing a Hamiltonian cycle of optimal weight, called T SP . We show that T SP is 2/3-differential approximable and can not be differential approximable greater than 649/650. Next, we demonstrate that, when dealing with edge-costs 1 and 2, the same algorithm idea improves this ratio to 3/4 and we obtain a differential non-approximation threshold equal to 741/742. Remark that the 3/4-differential approximation result have been recently proved by a way more specific to the 1, 2-case and with another algorithm in the recent conference (symposia on Fundamentals of Computation Theory 2001) [18] . Based upon these results, we establish new bounds for standard ratio: 5/6 for M ax T SP [a, 2a] and 7/8 for M ax T SP [1, 2] . We also derive some approximation results on partition graph problems by paths.
standard and differential approximation
A current and very active research area coping with N P −Completeness is polynomial approximation theory; the main objective is either finding a good approximation algorithm or establishing a nonapproximation threshold for a given N P O optimization problem We focus on the design of approximation algorithms with guaranteed performance ratios, that run within polynomial time and produce sub-optimal solutions. Usually, the scientific community uses the worst-case standard ratio [14] , [1] , [7] . However, we mainly refer in this article to another ratio called differential ratio. This measure, studied in [2] , [13] and more recently in [11] , leads to new algorithms taking into account the extreme solutions of the instance, and provides the opportunity to better understand these problems. Besides, we show that there are tight links between both measures for our problems. Definition 1.1. Let π be an N P O problem and x be a feasible solution of an instance I. We define the performance ratios of x with respect to the instance I as
• (differential ratio) δ[π](I, x) = W OR(I) − m[I, x] W OR(I) − OP T (I) • (standard ratio) ρ[π](I, x)
The performance ratio is a number less than or equal to 1, and is equal to 1 when m[I, x] = OP T (I). The performance of A with respect to R ∈ {δ, ρ} on the instance I is the quantity R A [π](I) = 1 D is the set of instances, sol is the set of feasible solutions, m is the objective function and goal ∈ {M ax, M in}. 2 If goal = M ax, then goal = M in and goal = M ax.
R[π](I, x
A ) where A returns a feasible solution x A . We say that A is an r-approximation with respect to R for some r ∈]0, 1[ if for any instance I, we have R A (I) ≥ r. Notice that a polynomial time approximation schema is a special case of approximation algorithm. It is a family A r of polynomial time approximation algorithms such that for any r ∈]0, 1[, A r is an r-approximation.
As shown in [9] , many problems can have different behavior patterns depending on whether the differential or standard ratio is chosen. This is true for Vertex Covering or Dominating Set. Nevertheless, there are some problems that establish some connections between the differential and the standard ratios, like Bin Packing [10] , as well as the problems we are dealing with.
Consider the following approximation preserving reductions between pairs (π, R):
, where π i ∈ N P O and R i ∈ {δ, ρ} for i = 1, 2, is a triplet (∝, f, c) such that: 
An increasing A * P -reduction preserves approximation schemes. It is a natural generalization of those described by the authors of [19] , [1] and [8] .
For a maximization problem, we always have an increasing A * P -reduction from the standard ratio to the differential ratio since W OR(I) ≥ 0 (any solution x of an N P O-problem verifies m[I, x] ≥ 0):
related works
Routing design problems are of major importance in combinatorial optimization, and related works have been numerous during the last twenty years (see [6] , [13] , [17] and [12] ). We will be concerned with the Traveling Salesman problem formally defined as follows. Definition 2.1. Consider a complete graph K n with non-negative costs d(x, y) for each vertices pairs of K n . We want to find an optimal-cost Hamiltonian cycle, where the cost of a path is the sum of the weights on its edges. We call T SP this problem. When the edge-weights are in the set {a, a + 1, ..., b − 1, b}, we called this problem T SP [a, b] .
If goal = M ax, the problem is called M ax T SP , else M in T SP . We use the notation T SP when we consider without distinction the cases goal = M ax or goal = M in. ♦
A lot of standard ratio approximation results have been obtained until now for both goal = M in and goal = M ax. The first negative approximation result [22] states that it is not possible to approximate M in T SP within 1/f (|I|) where f is any integer function computable within polynomial time unless P = N P . Nevertheless, M in metric T SP is approximable within 2/3 [6] , M in T SP [1, 2] is 6/7-approximable and is APX-complete [20] . Finally, the result of [12] proves that it is N P -hard to approximate M in T SP [1; 6] within a standard ratio strictly greater than 130 131 . For M ax T SP , results are more optimistic since M ax T SP is 3/4-standard approximable [23] .
We show that T SP is 2/3-approximable with the differential ratio and we improve the ratio to 3/4 for T SP [1, 2] . We can deduce from lemma (1. 
Elementary properties
We present some relations between T SP and different subcases. As a second step, we establish for each problem some connected relations between differential and standard ratios.
Both M in− and M ax T SP are N P − hard, even in their restricted versions with b > a, since they are polynomial-time Karp-reducible [16] to each other. The asymmetry in the standard approximability of both versions can be considered as somewhat strange given the structural symmetry existing between them. Since differential approximation is stable under affine transformation of the objective function, M ax T SP and M in T SP are differential-equivalent 3 . Besides, another difference with the standard ratio is that M in T SP is not more difficult than the same problem with triangular inequality (called metric). Finally, for the restriction where d is bivalued, we can always boil down to the case a = 1 and b = 2.
Proposition 3.1. The following assertions hold:
Proof :
• For (i) and (ii):
• For (iii), the proof is similar, except that function d' is now defined by d (e) = d max + d(e). The function verifies the triangle inequality.
• Finally, for (iv) the function d' is defined by d (e) = 1 iff d(e) = a.
Note that for T SP , the following easy theorem holds, thus giving a bridge between differential and standard ratios when edge weights belong to an interval [a, b] .
with the expansion verifying:
Proof : We only demonstrate the goal = M ax case. Let Γ be an Hamiltonian cycle of instance I.
T SP [a, b] (when the ratio a/b not depending on the instance) is trivially in AP X with standard framework since even a worst solution is an a/b-approximation (take ε = 0 in theorem (3.2)) while this is not true with the differential measure. Nevertheless, we use the result of [20] establishing that M in T SP [1, 2] is M ax SN P − complete and we deduce that the hardness thresholds for standard and differential framework are identical. For some values of a and b, we can also establish a limit on its differential approximation. Keep in mind the negative result of [12] : no polynomial time algorithm can guarantee a standard approximation ratio greater than 130/131 for M in T SP [1, 6] (resp. 742/743 for M in T SP [1, 2] ). So, using theorem (3.2) and proposition (3.1), we deduce the following results: 
Approximate algorithms
4.1. Traveling Salesman problem with general costs. Our algorithm is based upon the one described by [13] , which works by finding a maximum weight 2-matching of the instance, and then discards the minimum weight in each cycle and arbitrarily connects the resulting paths to form a tour. The principle of our algorithm is to generate not only one but several feasible solutions following their method. Consider a maximum weight 2-matching M including cycles Γ i , i = 1, ..., k. For each cycle Γ i , we consider four consecutive vertices x Moreover the following structural property holds : 3 . Hence, we deduce:
Since an optimal solution is a particular 2-matching, we have:
Finally, combining (4.1),(4.2) and (4.3) we obtain:
We omit the proof which shows the tightness of the bound.
For the standard ratio, we deduce new improved result from theorem (3.2):
6 -standard approximable. 4.2. Traveling Salesman problem with distances one and two. The following results have been already proved differently in [18] . We just exposed these results since there are straightforward applications of the previous section. In this case, we obtain a better differential approximation because an optimal free triangle 2-matching can be computed within polynomial time [15] . We begin the algorithm by preprocessing an optimal two matching with a minimal number of cycles by local 2-swap procedures and then consider five consecutive vertices x [P atchingCycles (1, 2) ] input : A complete graph G = (V, E) edge valued by one and two; output: A tour SOL of G ;
Compute a maximum weight triangle free 2-matching M ; while there exists e 1 = (v 1 , w 1 ) and e 2 = (v 2 , w 2 ) belonging to two different cycles of We can deduce, thanks to theorem (3.2), two other results for the standard ratio (there is no typical standard approximation known for M ax T SP [1, 2] ). We will expose just one of them since the other is dominated by the result of [20] for M in T SP [1, 2] . Nevertheless, note that Papadimitriou and Yannakakis' algorithm is at most a 3/4-differential approximation because for some instances this algorithm yields the differential ratio 3/4.
Based upon these results, we propose new results on some graph-problems derivatives.
4.3. Some related graph-problems. This sub-section deals with the problem of selecting disjoint paths from a simple graph so as to maximize the number of edges within these paths. This problem called M ax V DP P (Vertex Disjoint Path Partition) arises, when the graph is directed, in various applications, such as mapping parallel architecture [21] or code optimization [5] . The single nodes are considered as degenerate paths and the problem is equivalent for optimal solutions to finding a Vertex Disjoint Path Cover which minimizes the number of paths, problem called M in V DP P . These problems have been shown to be N P − hard by [4] and when the graph is directed, M ax V DP P is 12/17-standard approximable [24] . We obtain 3/4-differential approximation results for these problems thanks to the reduction to T SP . • M ax V DP P The goal is to maximize the edges number of paths such that (µ i ) 1≤i≤p is a v.d.p.p of G.
• M in V DP P The goal is to minimize the number p of paths such that (µ i ) 1≤i≤p is a v.d.p.p of G.
These two problems are N P -hard and have the same asymmetry than in the previous sections, that is to say, M in V DP P is not in AP X, M ax V DP P is in AP X whereas, these two problems are equi-differential approximable (we omit the proof).
If M in V DP P is in AP X, we could easily build a standard approximation scheme for the restriction of M in T SP [1, 2] such that OP T (I) = |V | whereas this problem does not admit such a scheme [3] . M ax V DP P is in AP X because standard and differential ratios coincide with this problem and there is a reduction to T SP [1, 2] . Proof : We take goal = M in for the problem T SP [1, 2] . We transform an instance I = G = (V, E) of M ax V DP P into ∝ (I) = (G , d ) instance of M in T SP [1, 2] , where G = (V ∪{r}, E ) is a complete graph, r is a new vertex and the edge-costs are defined by: d (e) = 1 iff e ∈ E. So, if Γ is a Hamiltonian cycle in G , then we delete edges of cost two in Γ and we obtain a sub-graph G Γ made of some paths (µ i ) 1≤i≤p . Then, we add the paths µ x = {x} for x = r isolate vertex in G Γ . 
Theorem 4.7. V DP P is

